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Reflecting transdisciplinary approaches to sustainable development, the 
situation of city life is considered to be worth a closer analysis – for two 
reasons: Many cities in Europe grew during a period of heavy 
industrialization, and thus cover a vast area, which is not needed any 
more at this scale today. Measuring public policy is then crucial for 
defining challenges regarding the years-to-come. A “transformation of 
the ground” can be seen e.g. in eastern German cities very well because 
of a quick shift of functions after 1990. During this time, hardly any city 
administration adopted a strategic sustainability management or at 
least a “plan” – a comparison of these cities indicates that policy 
improvement occurred rather coincidentally than targeted. Second, the 
use of public space and mobility is not adequate to innovation: Creative 
cities require a density of mixed functions, which will lead to persisting 
ideas that make far-reaching innovations truly sustainable. A focus on 
founding initiatives and roundtable formats seems not enough. Public 
policy should include affordable and fair opportunities for new projects, 
they should look at the life style of the “creative economy” and see, 
which structures lead to a successful founding atmosphere. For this 
purpose, cities claiming a pioneering role should have a remodeled 
transportation system, which helps making city life less segregated, and 
which meets the demand of both planners and social theory. New 
findings from Chemnitz, Saxony, show how new instruments of political 
participation (e.g. townhall meetings) are able to improve input from 
civil society and thus improve citizens satisfaction with city 
development (Liebold 2015).
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When we look at “hotspots” of innovation scattered over the map, an 
integrative way of bringing ideas together is to bring people together. 
According to Evans (2009) with examples from heavily industrialized 
regions administrative redevelopments mostly neglect space. New 
plans as the “Amsterdam Plan” (2011) rank urban quality and density 
higher than a division of functions. Cities that follow this rule will use 
new ideas to organize its traffic. Loske (2016) stresses the importance 
of public and bike traffic and points at success in the Netherlands. 
Sharing stations should be built in neighborhood centers. Crucial for 
better transportation are interfaces that allow a smooth transit. This 
can push “creative economy”, as we see in forerunner cities like 
Amsterdam. Moreover, efficient energy use of both public and private 
sectors can be accomplished more easily in a densified city than in a 
city with large surface. Creative economy may stand for repair cafés 
reskilling citizens that never thought about reusing their old radio. Civil 
society can learn to interact in this field, specifically the various social 
organizations active in Germany. A reuse of old buildings can give the 
creative community space for new developments – amidst the city, not 
in suburbs far out. Administrative support (“Wirtschaftsförderung”) 
should be easy to access, with few bureaucratic steps. Through the 
implementation of specific rules, new – possibly corporative – 
enterprises can grow. Setting up urban gardens will make the city 
greener and invite people to meet.
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This leads to the more sophisticated and philosophical approach: Why 
should a city be dense and each quarter linked and easily 
approachable? While theories of city development throughout the 
post-war era proclaimed the importance of a city with large space, 
with car-orientated planning, with divided functions and only small 
space for “city life” (until the 1990s), new theories stress density and 
the use of a mix of means of public transportation (and bicycle 
traffic) to regain creative forms of life – in a way the comeback of 
the older ideas of “blocks” that accommodate business, work & 
production, living and spare time activities (the only difference: 
because of innovations in industrial pollution, almost clean air can 
be provided in such mixed areas, whereas dense quarters during 
industrialization era suffered from bad air conditions, cf. Meyer 2013). 
This meets life style requirements of the “creative economy”.
Why is it worth to look at new forms of density from a “Chemnitz 
perspective”? Looking at denseness also as a measure for effi-
ciency has old roots in this region (Kogan & Liebold 2014). Densi-
fying is possible because industry works almost without any pollution. 
It further can be implemented because functions need less space 
(“smart city”), and people demand closeness of work and living places 
as well as spots for shopping and leisure time. In our paper, we 
compare strategies from Amsterdam and Chemnitz during applica-
tions for international events (yes: cities of different size and events 
of different character). Densify, transform, organize public transport on a ...
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regional scale, introduce a high-quality layout of public space, invest 
in the recreational use of green space and water, convert to 
sustainable energy, win a city challenge; these are planning goals 
looking at Amsterdam Olympic Games 2028. A comparable event 
is Chemnitz’ application to become European cultural capital in 2025. 
The paper will look at possibilities in policy change to make the 
city’s application a success for cultural capital and a landmark to 
foster the growing “creative economy”.
Conflicts in an urban society in transition are visible wherever new 
“plans” are brought to the table. How can public policy toward a more 
sustainable approach in quality and density be measured? A 
comparison with other centres of industrialization e.g. Durban area in 
South Africa and Boston/New England in the United States (Evans 
2009) shall be enlarged by findings from economic and cultural 
transition in Chemnitz during the post-reunification years. The first 
point is a new way of political understanding: Are people aware of 
sustainability rules? Second are principles that have greatest 
importance to both administration and citizens: efficiency (building, 
water and energy use), sufficiency (power plants, individual traffic, 
individual attitudes toward consuming), subsistence (repair work, 
usage cycles, regional economy), sometimes seen as subordinated to 
cooperation (cf. Voigt 2015, and Hemis 2015). We thus assume clear 
hierarchy of political action: General rules, an innovative city develop-
ment strategy, pragmatic decisions for space coverage and mobility.
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Our closing thesis shall be: A new concept of urban sustainability 
shapes a city’s requirement for fairness in developing an urban area 
with density and high-quality space. It can only be successful, when 
individuals alter their habits. This is realistic when citizens see a 
personal benefit as well as a common goal.
Measuring success toward a densified and linked city, we develop 
some indicators for specified fields of action. Following these 
benchmarks, the city administration may reach the goal of a high-
quality layout of space, density, efficient traffic links and green places 
for recreation attractive for a creative city:
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